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Welcome, Introductions, and Overview - MDE Team 3

2018-19 REGIONAL P3 WORKSHOP SERIES
Day Three, Wednesday, February 27, 2019

Ralph Engelstad Arena, 525 Brooks Ave, Thief River Falls

Day Three: Maximizing Your Resources and Building Your P3 Plan
Day Three Teams collaborate and practice designing a P3 program or system by utilizing the concepts, 

data, and work used throughout the series.Goal:
AGENDA

Activity/Result

Result: Teams learn about the P3 Planning and Budgeting Tool, including the 15 essential elements 
of high-quality. Teams examine current and potential revenue sources. Teams explore costs 
associated with their P3 work.

Result: Participants understand the purpose and goals of Day 3. 
Review Key Components of Days 1 and 2
Result: Facilitators and participants review and discuss key concepts and information from Days 1 
and 2. Participants share highlights of their discussions and understandings of P3.
Teams: What were your key takeaways from Days 1 and 2? How has it, or how will it, impact your 
work?
Activity #1: Focusing Direction
Result: Utilizing information and data gathered from their districts/communities, teams identify 
what is most important to their work. Teams start to focus the direction of their P3 work.
Teams: What data is the most important to your work? What are strengths and priorities in your 
district/community? What is needed in your community to improve child outcomes? How will the 
focusing direction elements impact your work?

Program Design and Essential Partnerships
Result: Participants learn about and discuss ways of working toward P3 system quality, expansion, 
and penetration.
Lunch

Blending and Braiding Funds to Support your P3 Work

Result: Teams share with large group by summaraizing their work.
Next Steps
Thank you for participating in the 2018-19 Regional P3 Workshops!

Teams: What are your known sources of revenue? What is your current programming and what 
would your ideal system look like? What are estimated costs of your current versus ideal system? 
What costs could be reduced through in-kind support and/or partnerships?
Activity #2: P3 Program/System Design
Result: Teams work to depict their P3 goals, minimally addressing Goal #1 of the workshop.
Teams work on their posters to prepare for gallery walk.
Activity #3: Gallery Walk
Result: Participants view and discuss their P3 work and plans with other participants and teams.
Team Sharing with Large Group
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